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On this website, you can find the complete menu of The Blue Print Pizza Newry from Newry and Mourne.
Currently, there are 16 courses and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Sheila8889 likes about The Blue Print Pizza
Newry:

Lovely relaxed dining. We were surprised to get a table without a booking as it was one of the last. We shared
the prawn and chorizo starter, the starter medley and the American hot pizza. Ever so slightly disappointed that
they couldn’t add bacon and cheese to the potato skins in the medley but offer it as a full starter. Also miss the

bruschetta from the menu!! Otherwise, we would highly recommend this place for fo... read more. The restaurant
and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, and

there is no-charge WLAN. If the weather conditions are right, you can also have something to eat outside. What
MacBuch doesn't like about The Blue Print Pizza Newry:

I was at the blues print a few years ago and i really enjoyed the meal. Recently I noticed that there are people
queuing in front of the restaurant. I checked it few times and I think I know what it is all about. The idea of making
people wait for the table outside is brutal but brilliant. Food is disappointing. I ordered a starter, fried shrimp with
chorizo, simple dish hard to fail At over £8 you will get 4 small s... read more. For those who want to a cocktail
after work and hang out with friends, The Blue Print Pizza Newry from Newry and Mourne is a good bar, Don't
miss the chance to try the crispy and crunchy pizza, prepared straight out from the oven in an traditional way.
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Snack�
BRUSCHETTA

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Sid� dishe�
POTATO SKINS

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Chicke� dishe�
BBQ CHICKEN

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

Sauce�
BBQ SAUCE

BBQ SAUCE

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

BACON

CHORIZO

PRAWNS

CHICKEN
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